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Disclaimers
Forward Looking Statements
This discussion includes certain statements that may be deemed “forward-looking statements” that are subject to risks and uncertainty. All statements, other than statements of historical facts included in
this discussion, including, without limitation, those regarding FLYHT Aerospace Solutions Ltd.’s ("Flyht" or the "Company’s") financial position, business strategy, projected costs, future plans, projected
revenues, objectives of management for future operations, the Company’s ability to meet any repayment obligations, the use of non-GAAP financial measures, trends in the airline industry, the global
financial outlook, expanding markets, research and development of next generation products and any government assistance in financing such developments, foreign exchange rate outlooks, new revenue
streams and sales projections, cost increases as related to marketing, research and development (including AFIRS 228), administration expenses, and litigation matters, may be or include forward-looking
statements. Although the Company believes the expectations expressed in such forward-looking statements are based on a number of reasonable assumptions regarding the Canadian, U.S., and global
economic environments, local and foreign government policies/regulations and actions and assumptions made based upon discussions to date with the Company’s customers and advisers, such statements
are not guarantees of future performance and actual results or developments may differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially
from those in the forward-looking statements include production rates, timing for product deliveries and installations, Canadian, U.S., and foreign government activities, volatility of the aviation market for
the Company’s products and services, factors that result in significant and prolonged disruption of air travel worldwide, U.S. military activity, market prices, foreign exchange rates, continued availability of
capital and financing and general economic, market, or business conditions in the aviation industry, worldwide political stability or any effect those may have on our customer base. Investors are cautioned
that any such statements are not guarantees of future performance and that actual results or developments may differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements.
Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to have been correct. The
Company cannot assure investors that actual results will be consistent with any forward-looking statements; accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The
forward-looking statements contained herein are current only as of the date of this document. The Company disclaims any intentions or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements or
comments as a result of any new information, future event or otherwise, unless such disclosure is required by law.
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Investment Highlights
Actionable Intelligence: real-time insights and actions
to improve global aviation operations and profitability
 Global leader in real-time insights that allow the commercial aviation industry to operate more efficiently
 Worldwide opportunity to support essential commercial aviation restructure post COVID-19 and beyond
 Strategic refocus to sell software first that delivers immediate ROI and cash flow savings for customers; subsequent
upsell of hardware solutions (services first, capex later)
 Solid and growing SaaS pipeline and recurring revenue stream raises growth visibility and margin profile
 Fragmented industry ripe for consolidation – backlog of tuck-in acquisition candidates
 Experienced leadership taking advantage of existing core competencies and market dislocation
 Goal to uplist to a national US exchange in 2021, subject to market conditions
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Why Invest Now?
 The aviation industry will rebound and Flyht is in a unique position to profit from that recovery
 Accelerated tailwinds from an industry prioritizing digital transformation/automation/data utilization as a key
strategy to organically improve productivity and lower cost structures
 The launch customers for Flyht's Actionable Intelligence (AI) solution are highly respected leaders in aviation – a
limited number of companies will be able to participate in the airline industry digital revolution
• Flyht’s large and diverse client base gives us the beachhead to be the successful company in this digital revolution
 Unique offering of real time tools to address legacy systems without re-investment from clients, accelerating the
sales process
 Multiple vectors for growth: upsell existing customers, land new logos, strategic M&A
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Flyht At A Glance

22 Years of Commercial Aviation Experience

$$$
>$18mm

>65%

Backlog at Q2 2020

H1 2020 SaaS Revenue as %
of Total

SaaS
Gross Margins

95%

800%

2.7mm

~4.1mm

(80 Worldwide Airline Customers)
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48%

LTM Revenue

Retention Rate*
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$33mm

Customer ROI++

Flights

**Retention Rate defined as customers not leaving for another system. Some are no longer customers because of bankruptcy etc.
++ Based on one-time investment of $5 million for AFIRS with $40 million ROI per year

Hours of Voice and Data
Services

Global Aviation Being Reborn from COVID-19
The industry is beginning the long road to recovery after the collapse of passenger volumes
and profitability caused by the pandemic
Air Passenger Volumes(1)

Domestic & International Weekly Flights(2)

(1) IATA Economics, IATA Monthly Statistics; Through July 2020
(2) IATA Economics analysis based on data provided under license by FlightRadar 24; Through July 2020
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Supporting the Industry in its Recovery is an Opportunity
The Industry Will Recover...
… Airlines Do Not Want to Recover
to the Same State
Airlines must:


Proactively optimize their operations to remain
competitive and profitable



Move from reactive management to a proactive
6%
and predictive approach
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Evolve enterprise-level data into meaningful &
useful business intelligence
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Air Transport Impacts and Scenarios Report:

"As they plan the journey out of the COVID-19 crisis, airlines,
airports, and other air transport industry stakeholders will
prioritize investment in digital transformation, automation,
sustainability, innovation, and customer experience."

68%

Digital transformation

60%

Automation / AI deployment

54%

Sustainability / environmental

54%

Innovation

49%

Customer experience & service

55%

Terminal design & construction

76%

Aircraft orders

Current Business Drivers for Airlines
 Airlines must conserve cash
 Need to automate to do more with less headcount
 Carriers can't afford to build technology in house
 Don't need a supplier with ulterior motives (Tier 1)
 Need to find savings without spending money
 Need to extract maximum profit from all assets
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Flyht’s Total Available Market is Large, Global and Growing

~$800B

Worldwide Airline Operating Costs(1)

$267B Fuel + $533B Non-Fuel
Actionable Intelligence will save between 1% and 2% in
Fuel, Station and Ground, Airport Charges and
Maintenance and Overhaul which equates to between
$4 and $8 billion in savings.
The real advantage is reduced time on the ground which
can increase profits by between $5 and $10 billion per
year for the whole industry.
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$85B
$75B
$58B
$54B
$52B
$52B
$41B
$39B
$34B
$33B
$10B

Aircraft Ownership
Maintenance & Overhaul
General & Administrative
Flight Deck Crew
Reservation, Ticketing, Sales & Promotion
Station & Ground
Cabin Attendants
Airport Charges
Passenger Service
Air Navigation Charges
Other

(1) International Air Transport Association (IATA), Airline Cost Management Group (ACMG).
Note: (1) Total Available Market represents our estimated global aviation operating costs but does not represent the actual market opportunity that
we may target or ultimately service or otherwise derive revenue from.

Figures in USD

The Market is Large, as is Flyht's Opportunity

Total Addressable Market*

Total
40,000

Commercial
25,000

Current Flyht

Flyht
2,800

Flyht SaaS
590
*According to aviation analysts Ascend, the total number of aircraft currently in service is approximately 23,600 that includes passenger and cargo
aircraft. It reckons there are 2,500 more in storage. Another estimate includes all commercial, business jet and military planes (but not light aircraft) and
claims that there are some 39,000 planes in the world.
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Evolution: Taking SaaS to Actionable Intelligence
Satcom

SaaS

Only current supplier for Airbus A320, A220
and A330 aircraft with Iridium systems
through L3Harris partnership

Leader in communication of real-time aircraft
performance data including engine trends,
exceedances, and diagnostics

Broadest aftermarket capabilities STCs to
install systems in the broadest number of
regions and aircraft - far more than
competitors

Holds patent for triggered streaming of the
black box

Highest quality voice performance Highly
proven, robust and reliable system; deep
Iridium integration
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Delivers health data that is far more
comprehensive and configurable than legacy
solutions
Broadest service offering including aircraft
tracking, health monitoring, black box and
cockpit voice streaming, fuel management,
and real-time weather

Actionable Intelligence
jetBridge technology provides a seamless link
from ground data to aircraft data
Watson learning engine speeds the
application of actionable intelligence
Real time alerts integrated with ground
systems provides unparalleled breadth of
action generation
IBM Business Partner ensures that Flyht’s
clients stay ahead of the technology curve
Profit capture is documented as part of the
process to ensure gains realized are quantified
and recognized

Airline Savings
Turn Arounds

Irregular Operations

Fuel

Improved passenger satisfaction

Better visibility into unplanned events

Reinforce 7 IATA fuel initiatives

Reduce ground delays

Improve passenger satisfaction

Track and report CORSIA metrics

Improve asset utilization

Reduce costs of reassigning travel

Manage tankering vs cost metrics

Projected Savings 0.5%

Projected Savings 0.5%

Reduce crew costs
Increase Profits by 1%

Flyht tools can save an operator of a 100 aircraft fleet
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>$120 million over 3 years

Sharpened Focus on Software
Phase 1

Phase 2

Currently Available
 No capital spend
 Immediate savings
 Collaboration with users
 Rapid delivery of results
 Actionable items limited

Net savings $20/flight
100 AC @ 5 flight/d/ac = $0.3 million/mo

Integration of Other Systems
 Collaboration of departments
 Coordination of functions
 Flexibility of messaging
 Actionable Intelligence real-time
 Implementation of jetBridge

Additional net savings $91/flight
100 AC @ 5 flights/d/ac = $1.4 million/mo

Phase 3
Savings in Turbo Drive
 Implementation of AFIRS
 Machine learning
 Taking real-time feeds from

aircraft, airport and in-house
systems to drive action requests

Additional net savings $109/flight
100 AC @ 5 flights/d/ac = $1.65 million/mo

Phased implementation: customers utilize services first, pay capex later
Annual Net Savings per year = over $40 million for a fleet of 100 aircraft
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Developing SaaS Business Driving Gross Margins
Flyht Revenue

Double Digit SaaS Growth % Pre-Covid
$ in millions
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* Other revenue streams include Hardware, Licensing and Technical Services
Note: Flyht acquired assets of Panasonic Weather Solutions in October 2018

Flyht Gross Margins

Expanding margin % Pre-Covid

Globally Diversified Business: 2019 Revenue
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North America

Europe

45%

2%

Rest of World

53%

Our Runway to the Future
 Strategic refocus on recurring SaaS revenue (48% of total and rising)
 Refreshed leadership with strong industry relationships
 $33 million backlog and solid pipeline (majority SaaS)
 Cash generative expected in 2H 2021
 Streamlined costs with permanent changes
 Corporate comp aligned with company success and shareholder value

 >$7.4 million of liquidity at June 30, 2020
 $3.7 million cash
 $1.5 million undrawn on Demand Loan
 $2.2 million in WINN funding
 Potential additional $460,000 if warrants exercised ($0.60 exercise price, if shares trade =/+ $0.72 for 10 days) and ~$700
representing 6 months of CEWS subsidy
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Leadership Team

Bill Tempany
CEO

Management

Alana Forbes
CFO

Derek Taylor
VP Sales & Marketing

Derek Graham
CTO

Matieu Plamondon
COO

Board of Directors

Barry
Eccleston

Executive Chairman
Former President and
CEO of Airbus America
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Jack
Olcott

Former President
National Business
Aviation Association

Nina
Jonsson

Viking Fleet Advisors;
Plane View Partners

Brent
Rosenthal

Mountain Hawk
Capital Partners

Cpt. Mary
McMillan

Former VP Inmarsat;
Airline Pilot

Paul
Takalo

CPA, CA
Audit Chair

Doug
Marlin

Software Entrepreneur;
Marlin Ventures

Mike
Brown

Partner, Nanaimo
Law

Summary Financials
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Thank you for
your interest
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Bill Tempany

Alana Forbes

403.291.7436

403.291.7437

btempany@flyht.com

aforbes@flyht.com

